Dear ICOMOS members and friends,

We thank you for your incredible support yesterday on Giving Tuesday! Thanks to your donations we are now very close to our goal of raising 15 000€ to support the creation of the ICOMOS Culture-Nature Prize, which will be funded by your donations and awarded in 2022 to the most promising Culture-Nature initiatives by ICOMOS members.

We have now raised 14 177€ and we only need 823€ to fund the creation of the Culture-Nature Prize! We have extended our campaign to give you more time to donate and to encourage others to give.

Help us reach our goal of 15 000€!

Listen to the message of our President Teresa Patrício and to the experiences of four ICOMOS members who are working on Culture-Nature initiatives here:
Make your donation at: https://chuffed.org/project/icomos

We thank the individuals and ICOMOS Committees who have supported our campaign so far:

Kerime, Mitchell, Elena, Olga, Marie-Laure, Ivan, Teresa, Pamela, Max, Kristal, Nils, Dana, Steve, Rebecca, Ole, ICOMOS Ireland, Mario, Grainne, Toshikazu, Toni, Edith, Adriana, Yasuyoshi, Hossam, Sofia, Nobuko, Michèle, Anonymous, The Ocean Foundation, ICOMOS Austria and New England Biolabs Foundation, Aylin, Florence, Cynthia, 健之 大窪, Meredith, Peter, Kirsti, Jessica, Monica, Natalia, Efthymios, Silvia, Till, Fergus, Fernanda, James, ICOMOS Spain, Mohammad, Věra, Ludmila, ICOMOS Sweden, Christensen Fund, Martin, Nupur, Liz, Yoloxochitl, Britta and our anonymous donors.

Encourage your friends and colleagues to join our campaign by sharing our social media posts with the hashtag #GivingTuesday2021 – the ICOMOS community needs your support!
Calendar

Consult the ICOMOS Calendar of events by ICOMOS National Committees and International Scientific Committees.
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